ECONOMIC HISTORY
joint-stock stock or a regulated company.   At first sight the joint-
stock company appeared more in the nature of a monopoly
companies than the regulated company.   The latter was an association
com a? . ^ jnerchants^ each of whom traded separately with his own
capital.   The former was a corporation which traded as one
individual with a capital provided by a number of share-
holders, who participated in the profits.    In reality the
position was more intricate than these definitions imply.   A
triple barrier guarded admission into the regulated company —
a member was required to have served an apprenticeship or
in lieu thereof pay a heavy fine ; to carry on the occupation
of a merchant ; and to keep aloof from retail trade.   No such
restrictions were imposed in the case of the joint-stock
company.   Anyone was free to hold shares in the company,
whether ' skilled in trade ' or not.   The door was open to all
the  King's  subjects — ' noblemen,   clergymen,   gentlemen,
widows, orphans, shopkeepers and all others ' — irrespective
of whether they were merchants or not 1.   The only con-
ditions of membership were the purchase of an ' action ', or
share, and the payment of an admission fine :  the former
was facilitated by the existence of an active market in shares,
the latter had been reduced from fifty pounds to five2.
" The whole stock ", affirmed the Company in 1692, " is in a
kindly, natural and continual changing motion, insomuch
that the value of the whole stock, once in two years or there-
abouts, changes owners " a.    It was also denied that the
stock was monopolized by a few shareholders4.   At the
Restoration ' at least nine hundred considerable families '
were concerned in the Company 6 ; while a return made in
1682 showed that one-third of the members, who then
numbered over five hundred, owned £1000 stock or more 6.
1 The East, India Trade a most profitable Trade to the Kingdom (1677),
25 ; House of Lords MSS. 1695-1697, p. 42.
3 Child, A New Discourse of Trade (4th ed.), 119-120. This did not
apply to sons or servants of freemen : House of Commons Journals, x. 704.
3	House of Commons Journals, x. 705.
4	Britannia Languens (1680), 141 (in sect, vi.), asserted that not above
80 persons were ' considerably concerned in the joint stock '.
6 Hist. MSS. Comm. vii. 81.
* Scott, Joint-Stock Companies, i. 308. In 1679 this amount was owned
by 223 persons ; ibid. ii. 142.

